
Corrigendum-I 
 
 
Options to develop unlimited Custom Rules, Proof of Concepts: [ Clause no 14] 
 
SBIPFPL:  The word unlimited Rule be read as enough number of configured rules which can address 
known attack vectors which can be subsequently added/deleted abed on advisory. 
 
Number of applications/FQDN for commercial purpose: [Clause 16] 
 
SBIPFPL:  Currently two FQDN is proposed. Vendors are requested to propose cost for additional 
FQDN id added in future. 

 
Throughput of handling clean https traffic? : [Clause 17] 
 
SBIPFPL:  Throughput Observed for current website is 100Mbps.  Vendors must specify the cost 
component for supported traffic throughput. 

 
Scanning reports should have minimum false positives. [Clause 22] 
 
SBIPFPL:  Scanning should be read as web traffic scanning. 
 
WAF solution should have inter alia capabilities: [ Clause 30] 
 
SBIPFPL:  It is expected that WAF solution capabilities which is explicitly mentioned in the proposal. 
Additional feature like DNS protection, CDN to speed up delivery will be have added advantage and 
hence preferred. 
 
Cost component of WAF solution and DDOS solution should be quoted separately. 
 
SBIPFPL:  Weightage will be given for those solutions which has component of WAF and DDOS 
solution. However, company is looking for WAF solution on priority basis. 

Ques: How many total websites/domains needs to be protected through Cloud WAF? 

SBIPFPL:   Two website is proposed to start with. 

Ques: Is there any online transaction/E-Commerce Portal?  

SBIPFPL:  No 

Ques: Where are these websites hosted? On-Prem or Cloud? If On-cloud, specify the cloud details? 

SBIPFPL:  One website on-Premises and one website on cloud. 

Ques: what is the current WAN Link Bandwidth? 

SBIPFPL:  100Mbps 

Ques: Looking for Managed service as well for WAF and DDOS solution? If, yes then what model for 
support? 



SBIPFPL:  We are you looking for manage service with remote support preferably 24X7. 

Ques:  What is the SIEM solution you are using and looking for integration? 

SBIPFPL: QRadar as SAAS model. 

Ques: The supplier may raise invoices and payment will be released, on a quarterly basis at the 
end of each quarter, upon satisfactory delivery of the services for the said period, subject to any 
penalty levied on the supplier. 

SBIPFPL: Advance quarterly payment will only be considered. 

Ques: WAF for the applications should be deployed within 15 days of issue of Purchase Order. 

SBIPFPL: We assume 15 days is sufficient time to implement saas model. However, some relaxation 
can be considered depending on constraints faced. 

 

 
 


